A lightweight walker boot providing support and comfort to patients, aiding rehabilitation capabilities.
The BeneCare Benekidz Walker is a lightweight walker boot providing support and comfort for children. The hook and loop
closure provides easy adjustment and the fixed stirrups immobilises the ankle securely and comfortably. The rocker bottom
sole not only allows for easy ambulation but also is impact resistant and shock absorbing increasing protection for the
patient. The boot is extremely durable and its ultra-low profile design eliminates height difference and facilitates natural
gait. The padded soft foam also ensures the lower leg is constantly comfortable.

Rigid metal frame provides protection for active children

Replaces the need for heavy casts

Shock absorbing sole to improve comfort & protects the users from slips

Stable fracture of fibula, calcaneus and malleolus

Rocker bottom sole allows easier ambulation

Post ligament, soft tissue and tendon surgery

Lightweight design for kids to help them keep active

Post-surgery management

Hook & Loop closure provides easy adjustment

Toe walking

Ultra low profile design elimiates height difference and facilitates natural gait
Padded soft foam keeps lower leg comfortable
Excellent durability
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Application Guidelines

1. Remove the liner from the boot and apply to the limb, ensure it is a
perfect fit.
Secure on both the leg and the foot using the hook and loop fastening
system.

2. Take the outer boot and position the stirrups in line with the malleolus
(ankle bones).
When it is in the correct position, remove the pull up tabs.

3. Secure the stirrup to the liner using the adjustable straps, first on
the foot. Followed by the three removable straps positioned evenly
along the leg. To re-apply at home, leave the boot complete. Open the
straps and the liner and position the limb inside, secure as above
Product Codes, Sizes & Colours
NHS Code

BeneCare Code
BKWS
BKWM
BKWL

If you wish to speak to our expert Clinical Specialist Pat Radcliffe regarding any
application techniques or material characteristics call +44 (0) 7817 800524
or email pat.radcliffe@benecaremedical.com

Size
Small
Medium
Large

UK Size
5 - 7 (15cm)
7 - 12 (19cm)
12 - 1 (21cm)
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EU size
22 - 24
24 - 30
30 - 32.5

